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UNRECORDED TRADE FLDWS WITHIN ECDWAS

I. INTRODUCTION

1. This study forms part of the project on "EODW^ Trade Flows". Trade was examined

from three anglesi recorded trade flow, non-recorded trade flow, and trade in food, live

stock, fisheries and forest products.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

2. Through its overall programme as set out in Article 2 of its Treaty, ECDKAS aims at

promoting "co-operation and development in all fields of economic activity, specifically

industry, transport, telecommunications, energy, agriculture, natural resources, commerce,

monetary and financial questions and in social and cultural matters, for the purpose of

raising the standard of living of its peoples ..W This programme envisages a complete

customs Union in the region by the end of 15 years* iAs it embarks on thisiprocess of

integration it is necessary for'th^ area as a whole,' and indeed for each individual parti

cipating member country, to take stock of its real trading position. This, implies know

ledge of import and export?in terms of quantity, nature, value, direction, etc.. Although

the Recorded;Trade; Flows Study-may :have: been, unable to provide answers to these questions in

fairly precise terms, this study of non-recorded trade flows emphasizes that there is a

very significant volume of trade between neighbouring countries, and also between ECDWAS

and non-member countries, which is not documented, and consequently tends to be omitted in

national accounting. It seeks" to highlight the various forms taken by unofficial trade, its

causes^ the direction of flow, the methods Used and above all, its extent and general

effects on Hie ecbriomic life o^ the ECOttAS area. ■ ^

3. The process of trade liberalization within ECDWAS involves a degree of willingness

to compromise on the part member States. Before the process begins in earnest, each

member country should try" Vo forecast how it will fit into the picture. This study of

unrecorded trade is intended to contribute to the pool of information needed by ECDWAS

members, either individually or as a group in order to take further, vital decisions

towards the attainment of their collective goal, -

III. TYPES OF UNRECORDED TRADE

4. The phrase "unrecorded trade" readily brings to mind all the familiar press reports

and other stories about the smuggling of goods over frontiers." However -t&e sttudy is much

wider in scope than that of organized or conventional.smuggling. It embraces all cases

in whichicommsrcial quantities pf marketable goods pass over state boundaries Without

being properly and accurately recorded for the purposes of national accounting. Records

in such cases may be, either non-existent or false. This situation arises as a result of

deliberate measures taken by those who seek to pursue their own selfish motives, or by

those who, for any reason, are unable to appreciate the necessity for such records.

Incidents of unrecorded trade may therefore occur in various forms, and these are dealt

with in the sections which follow. ■
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(l) FBAUD

5. Here the goods are imported or exported through the lawful channels but the
keeping of proper records is frustrated by various malpractices such as are listed

under A and E Below'*

A. Falsification of documents:

5. i.e. the declarations oriented by the trader for documentation through customs and
other port or frontier authorities do not show the true nature of the transaction. They ,
have been deliberately distorted through? ■:. .,

(a)^ false information'in terms, of brand and general description of the goods -
i ^ quality, quantity, dimensions, j value, etc., in order to qualify for lower

■ - ,: rates; of duty-or avoid prohibition regulations. Unrecorded trade through
■m i imports/exports of this kind can be very significant in value when associated

-i.: with largerscale and regular importers or exporters;

(b)' alteration or obliteration of figures and/or other vital information in

shipping documents;

(c> total suppression of relevant documentary information which would

~ enable accurate registration of the goods in question. As in ^
UU*, non-presentation of *he correct documents .an affect the identification
of the goods MX& regard to brand, weight, qualityf quantity, etc., and
consequently the correct classification for statistical purposes;

(d) deliberate arithmetical errors on the documentary declaration. These various
types of falsification all produce the s^me distorting effect on trade '

statistics* . L. . ,,.. ■ "■>:.(. : ■ ". ■ .- ■ ,"■.•■ ■■■■ ..i--. ■■■;}':■■

7. -It has been obseryed that the introduction and widespread use of the

system in moderne freighting has tended> facilitate and heighten the in

falsified documentary information.

B« Forgery of documents^

■"■■■■ a' ; i e unofficial, illegal1 citations of the appropriate documents are;careMJy
agnen'corisi'gmieht. these include invoices* billsofIa4mg, freight

1 declaration papers. They may be dishonestly processed through the
_„_. _ are sometimW mutilated after^ they have been used in order to r«,ove the

goods from the contrplo^^ authoritie's. ■

Q. Generally, the^ falsification and forgery, of shipping and clearing
Lome more and more sophisticated. They can be detected only^ hy experienced, and

taking officiers- usually by means of a physical examination o^ the relevant goods,
are then compared with known standard specifications.
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(2) FAULTY RECORDING

10. Quit** often the records of given imports or exports, though kept, are sb< improperly

drawn-*ip;-£ha$ they fall far short of reflecting the true position. As was said earlier,

the inaccuracies may be due to misrepresentations inthe declaration filled in by the

importer/exporter. ' ,IJut they may alsp arise from the slovenly and inefficient performance

of duty by customs or, post officers. During the field missions the study team heard much

of the familiar complaint that some of these officials'show more interest in lining their

pockets with 'corrupt takings1 than carrying out their duty of enforcing the relevant

regulations. They thus aliow many irregularities to pass unchallenged, or even collude

with traders in compiling false records of the consignments,: Although it is not easy to

determine the extent to which this complaint may be accurate, the fact remains that an.

inaccurately completed record of a trading transaction, wheter resulting from deliberate

intention or merely careless omission, nonetheless amounts to a form of unrecorded trade

just as in the case of fraud,

- (3) SMUGGLING .

11. Formal, smuggling of trade goods over frontiers is the best known avenue of unrecorded

trade An the West African region, and is estimated to be the source of over half of it.

A significant proportion of products arriving from industrial' Countries at the sea and

airports, as well as land frontiers of West Africa, find th€SirrWay clandestinely into the

area. In other cases, goods lawfully and properly imported into the region are moved

accross state frontiers in disregard of Government regulations aimed at registering such

transactions. Locally produced goods are also widely smuggled throughout the EGOWAS area,

as well as out.of the region to various foreign consumers. It is belived that a careful

investigation of the trade figures of individual countries within the Community will

reveal that some of them export 'local produce' items which are not normally grown within

their borders, while in other instances the export figures will be but of proportion with

what ^s actually produced in the country. This is particularly true Of agricultural

produce.

12. Smugglers operate for various motives, ranging from evasion: of import/export duties,

to maintaining consumption of banned or restricted items. In some cases there is a

demand fc-rcheaper local products from a neighbouring country where advantageous economic

factors enable lpwer .production costs. In other cases, it way be the bther way round, r

i.e* smuggling serves to satisfay the demand for better quality, foreign products, on

the part of discriminating consumers who are prepared to pay more for them. '^ *

13. It is thought that smuggling is for the most part the dpmaine of women, while men

usually'engage in other forms of unrecorded trading activities, such as fraudulent

declaration, pilfering, etc.; Generally speacking, frontier inhabitants tend to take

to professional smuggling as;a popular occupation.
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(4) THEFT

14. In discussing the types of unrecorded trade in West Africa, mention must be made
of the frequent acts of pilfering and theft of large quantities of landed goods which,

in recent years, have plagued many of its sea and airports. These losses have tended
to assume such proportions that overseas shipping companies are sometimes reluctant .to

accept cargo bound for these destinations, on occasion imposing stringent conditions^

its acceptance. Since these missing cargoes are usually "unentered" it is belived that

a very significant percentage of E00WA3 unrecorded trade occurs through this channel.

Items stolen range from high-value but compact commodities ■ such: as-Hatches and
jewellery, to huge bulk products including motor: vehicles; Stealing is not confined to
imported goods. Local industrial manufacturers are known to have lost truckloads of. %
finished, products between the'factory gate and the distant warehouse of their distributors.

Such products later find their way out of the producing countries.

(5) TRAFFIC IN CURRENCY ' " : '■ ■-'

15. Clandestine traffic in currency is a very prominent feature of ECOWAS unrecorded
trade, since it renders the latter both feasible and easy. At present six of the member
countries (Niger, Benin, Togo, Ivory Coast, Upper Volta and Senegal) have a commun, ,
currency - the CFA Franc, which is also interchangeable with the HaUan franc,; ,the latter
being rated 2:1 to the former. * Other ;menber countries have their own local currencies.

The only exception is Liberia, which uses the US dollar, a currency which is fully

convertible with all other world currencies. :

'l6. Surprisingly, the extent: to which traffic in currency distorts intr^ECQWAS trade is
hardly ever recognized. Yet if is common knowledge that at most ECOWAS frontiers as
well as in border markets, and even in large cities throughout West Africa, dealers can

be seen openly transacting the exchange of local for foreign currency at rates dictated by
what is usually referred to as the "black" market. What is readily observable is that
these rates are often far from the official parity rates of the various currencies

involved. Sometimes they may be as high as four times the official parity figures,
while in other cases they may be below half the official rate - all depending on the
demand or supply of the individual currencies traded 1/.

17. In the border stations visited the lender typically had his booth within the
precincts of the check-point, whe*Vhe awaited his-prospective (usually distressed)
customers. These were traders or passengers arriving fron, neighbourxn^eou^r-xe. crying

wares, but without enough money to pay for the duty assessed on the*. Rather ^an forfeit
the goods to.the customs authorities, the travellers would choose to approach the lender
and obtain a short-ter™ loan at an agreed interest rate (usually a minimum of 10 per cent).
They would then try to repay the loan, from the proceeds of the sale of the goods, which
they were allowed to take into the town after payment of the necessary duty, betimes
they opted to sell the commodities on the spot to the border residents, at prices dictated

by the buyers.

1/ See attached Annex I on Currency Trade.
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(6) BORDER TRADE

13. As is well known, extensive border ;rade is bound to exist where inhabitants of

adjacent countries live near enough each other-to permit physical access by one group

to the other. Where such conditions exist, the volume of commercial exchange between

the two sides will be well-nigh impossible to determine, let alone place under control.

t Besides the official avenues for communication and commercial transactions, the bordering

* districts of two countries will generally establish numerous other channels through which

they carry on the social, commercial, religious and o^er;,relations natural tp human

societies. The less distinctly marked such frontiers* are",'" the higher the incidence of

un recorded trading activities. There are numerous border markets all over the West

w, African'region* In one particular country, bounded to the? East, Nord and West by four*
'different States, there are over ten of such markets on the northern frontier alone,

attended by villagers from both sides of the border. ; : ; , ;

(7) OTHER' FOWS in ; ,

19. An ingredient common to all the forms of unrecorded trade discussed so far is that

those involved are aware that their activities are somehow repugnant to government

authorities. Consequently they strive to avoid being identified and possible punished.

-2° In some cases however, buyers anbd sellers transact their business in the ordinary

course of their daily routine,-without any intent to cheat, or even the simple awareness

that what they are doing is in any way inimical to the economic interests of their own

country. Clear examples ate to be found,in areas where frontiers cut accross groups of

people who have the same ethnic origin, social culture, religion etc.• Political

boundaries of this kind cannot break these links, and consequently general (including

commercial) intercourse between the two groups persists. .

■21 In other cases there might not be historical or tribal links between people on

either side of a frontier, but owing to the extreme proximity of the two territories

mutual,relations develop in terms of physical settlement and general pursuit of life's

daily, routine. The peoples buy and sell their wares and local produce in the same market,

and fraternize freely in virtually all activities .other than political. '.Such situations

exist in most parts of We^st Africa. One particularly problematic, case was observed in

the boundary sector of two adjacent countries where the two neighbouring communities,

though belonging respectively to the two separate CQ.untries, ,transact freely in only one

of the two currencies^ remaining virtually ignorant of the other.. Here again, government

action .by the countries concerned can neither establish not check the amount of unrecorded

trade carried ,out in this manner. •
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IV. CAUSES OF UNRECORDED, TRADE

22* The phenomenon of clandestine or unrecorded trade appears and thrives where tfhe appro

priate incentives and factors for it exist. In this section the factors which give rise

to it are exaniined. For this purpose trade is divided into 2 categories: trade within the

Community and trade between ECOWAS'and third countries. , :

A. trade within the Community , ; , ;

(i) Ignorance arid insuffictent Degree of civic Awareness , :

23. Owing to the relatively low level of education throughout Vest Africa, only a .,-

negligible percentage of the population appreciates the need for regulations controlling

imports and exports by means of proper documentation. In: addition, the insufficient .

degree of civi awareness generally means that the will.to comply with;existfng regulations

is lacking. Those who do comply very often do'so,only to avoid the punishment laid down

for non-compliance, and are prepared to undermine the regulations whenever they can

conveniently do so.

24. The case of ignorant unrecorded traders is not confined to border market

trading"/ During a visit to a frontier control station "A", a trader carrying some

hundreds of bags of salt from country "L" was arraigned before the customs authorities

of "A". At that time the export of salt from country "B» was prohibited, while an import
licence was required before it could be imported into "A". On being questioned, the

trader who was a national of "A% claimed that he did enter country "B" in order to^uy
salt, but that his creditor from that country, who had no money to pay him, has decided

to do sb in kind. He did riot see anything wrong with his action and could not under
stand why he had been arrested by the customs officials. The consignment of salt had
left country »B" unofficially and would also have entered country "A" unofficially U-e. as
unrecorded trade on both sides), but for intervention of the border control authorities.

(ii) Tariff and other barriers

25. More often than not, ■ government,, fiscal and monetary policy may sometimes be condu-
vive to clandestine trading activites. iWany West African countries attempt to control
the consumption of certain goods or discourage external competition against local
industries. This is usually done by me^^f high tariff walls on imports. In otfc^r

cases, the need for revenue' results in a very fcigh tax being placed on .export produce.

To evade these high tax** and tariffs, traders of.ten:resort to smuggling. ; , (, ^

26t 'sometimes, restrictions or even outright bans ori the import or export M>f certain
goods are toposed. Soon after the announcement of these measures, or sometimes even in
anticipation of their announcement, the commodities disappear from the shop counted,

the danand lingers or builds up, prices rise. Smugglers then move in to share the
lucrative profits enjoyed by hoarders or speculators. They smuggle the products in or
out of the country through whatever channels they can, as long as they can evade the law

As
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27. In other oases, Import and export restrictions take the form of exchange ^
In such circumstances, private traders (mostly se-i-literate) find it more expedient to

resort to moving goods through unofficial channels, rather than through the »»»"r
complicated and rigorous payment procedures prescribed by government. To ao this, they

take advantage of the "black" market for illegal exchange of the currencies involved, at

rates unrelated to the official exchange rates.

28. Some smuggling activities,also arise from established consumption habits. Where a

group of people become accustomed to certain types of products, such as special foods,
wine brands, spirits, drugs, etc., they are sometimes prepared to pay extraordinary^
high prices for than in times of scarcity. This provides an incentive for smugglers.
Similar situations may also arise when local manufacturers produce goods of a far lower
quality to that, of their Sported counterparts. As soon as the local consumers discover

the difference, they tend to discriminate in favour of the imported brand, which then

fetches handsome prices for smugglers. . rr

29. As was pointed out in the study on recorded trade flows/restrictive trade policies
are common in West African countries. Whatever the motives underlying their use, they

are found to constitute a major cause of smuggling. . . . . ,

(iiiK Monetary: Differences and Trade Restrictions ,,-.,-. _ .

30. The existence of different monetary systems within ECOWAS poses serious problems.' -''
On the one hand there is the convertible currency system used by the six member countries

of the West African Monetary Union. The currency is the CFA franc (CFA stands for
-Qmmnaute finaneiere africaine) and the member,countries are Ivory Coast, Benin, Upper (
Volta, Niger and Togo. The kalian franc and the Liberian dollar are now also linked to
the CFA franc. On the,other hand there are the 'soft,1, or more precisely, the non- ^

convertible.; currencies.. ? > ,

31. Before independance, British colonies in West Africa used a common currency, under'
the West African Board. Now that they are independant, these former British colonies _ ■

have all launched their own currencies as are of the hallmarks of their independance: the

Cedi in Ghana, the Naira in Nigeria and the ualasi in Gambia.

32. The two remaining countries which belonged tp what was French Equatorial Africa,-
namely Guinea and Mauritania, each hay.e their own currency, the Sily and the Ougowiya

33. The two. former Portuguese colonies, Guinea Bissau and the Cape Verde Islands,
have their own currencies, ; ; ; . , :j::

■XL The complex network of monetary areas within the sub-region constitutes an impediment
to official trade between its countries, thus driving the inhabitants of the area to take

up clandestine trade.
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35* Against this background the convertible CFA franc enjoys a remarkable demand, for

the simple reason that it can be spent in a comparatively wide area* Consequently^ goods

are smuggled from; neighbouring ;countri-es into the CFA zones in order to earn cash in that

currencyji which- can then.;be carried for spending in other CFA countries.

: (*v)' Price disparity for identical produce . , , . . <.

36. In most West African countries the main local agricultural products are collected

and exported/far fiscal and^political reasons through National Marketing Boards or other

Government CdmpanieSo ; Such 3oaros operate by fixing the prices payable to farmers

through-'their: buying .agents. >-It often happens that in areas where neighbouring countries

produce/identical coraraoditiesj. the prices fixed and payable by government may diff/er ., ...,

widely'betweentaetv^.co^ntrri-ps.^ -vv—.v:;':>nof this kj.nd provides strpng inqen^iyes,.for -,

farmers in the lower-rpriced country, to smuggle their produce abroad to where .they can: .

sell it at higher rates. -An interesting example of this was pbserved. in, three adjoining.

States A, B and C? where prices were fixed at 40? 8Q; and 33 (same unit, of .currency) per ..

kilo respectively, for the same item of local produce. The effect was heavy movement

of the.item from A into B and.G..:' , ,.x r:, , , : !:. ...

'■f '■'••-■ *:: '--"■>- . . '■ "i ■'.:?;■'■'.■ ■,,-.-. ' -; ■ ....;.,■ ...

(v) Family Links ". , . ; ,. ■= - -

37. The arbitrary nature of frontiers as drawn by former colonial powers, without

regard to ethnic and cultural affinities- has been mentioned earlier, in parti of this

Report* A striking exeenple is that of;.--A£lao on the Ghana/Togo border, where the inha—;

bifc&hts with dwelling© on, one side of the, frontier street :belong to Gliaiia, while those

of iCwadfjoviakope on t)ievother side of the? same street are. admiiiistered politically as

Togolese* natione?so The people of both pides of the street are; <>f th.e s^me, ethnic origin,

have common traditions: ar>«r! i^hare fIi;".K^A largiiagen Sometimes. manber.s of the. same family

are on- different, sidies and'hence belong "to-.two different countries. Both sides, have

access to Atlantic waterfront. It would be almost impossible to mpur^t meaningful ppntrols

over the free commercial fraternization between the two groups, however determined were

the' two Governments involved. ■ ■ . •■ . . ;. _ . , ,;. :

' '(vi) Abaencie of Trading Organization and, Co*^>peration. . ■ .. ; = ; ,-

38, As is typical of a developing area? commerce in most West Africa countries is

characterized rby the lack of business organizationso,, TracULng activities which would be

more efficiently handled by lar^G combires and limited companies are generally, undertaken

by individualsp or occasionally by weal: partnerships and ill-managed co—operatives,. These

traders usually find it expendient to make up for their organizational and capital

deficiencies by engaging in shady practices. QonsJ,st,ent iwith u,nreGorded tr(ade? including

direct smuggling of goods accross national frontiers^ It has prayed almost ;wippssj£ble ;

to reach these numerous private traders with government control measures.
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(vii) Privileges arid Exemptions .■■■:■-■ . : . . ■ .

39. In principle, tax-free or"duty-free goods, or.other goods which are privileged,

should not be excluded from external trade-records., However, it is frequently found each

year that in Africa generally, and especially in EO3WAS countries, travellers with special

privileges (Heads of State, Ministers and top civil-servants) import or export goods which

are never entered into records. These may take the form of official gifts or personal

purchases ±lr the course of an official; mission. . Obviously, it is difficul to control

the activities of travellers of this kind.

(viii) Re-exports ,

40. The main source of statistical information on imports and exports is the customs

declaration. In many cases (exemption) the good concerned cross the frontier without

feeing recorded simply becaus the customs officials did not "think ;Lt a good idea" to

record the product. . r ; ■ ,,:

♦ " ■ ■ . ■ ■• ■ .i i . .■-'■■'..:■ ■ ;--"■■■! )■-;-'.; ' ■ . .

■ ''■■' ■ ■. . : . .■■■■';. i j ■■'.- \ .■'■■■

(ix) 317. e of Member Countries

41. Owing to the geography of African countries, with the arbitrary way in which their

borders cut accross ethnic groups, unusual situations may arise. Somecountries cover an

enormous area. The capital, where the impact of successive development efforts (in the
form of new factories, etc.) has been greatest, may be very far distant, from^ther par^s

ot the country, which have regained virtually unaffected by the process of deyeloem.ent.

Out lying areas may in some cases contain a high proportion of the population, These

inhabitants form a consumer market for industries located in other countries.and.control1ea

by their governments. Demand in an area of this kind, remote from ^be production centres

of its own country, can only be satisfied from over the border. Owing, to the proximity
of production centres in the neighbouring country, products, can-arrive, pn th;e local market at

better prices than domestically produced goods, which are handicapped by hi^h transport costs.

The lack of conwmnications infrastructure means that these areas are abandoned and left at

the nercy of industries based in neighbouring countries.

42. Some' countries "close their eyes" to the clandestine movement of certain ^
or even encourage it if it suits the needs of their own economy, either because it helps

their industrial output or for other reasons.

B. Trade between EOOWAS and third Countries

43. The same obstacles as described-above (tariff and non-tariff barriers) are also'
imposed on trade between EOJWAS and third countries. It may also be noted that there are

more trade agreements between ECQWAS and Europe than there are between 1^e C^u^ty ahH

other African countries. :.-■-, ; hj . ■ ,
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44* Fromthe developed countries come luxury products, which are usually heavily taxed.

Smugglers make every imaginable effort to avoid paying these taxes. ' ~ — -

45. With other African countries, non-recorded trade involves products for which there

ai^e trade restrictions. t These consist of agricultural and imported products, as well as

works of art. : . ...... ■

46» The opening of new transport routes (Transafrican, Transahel and Transahara Highways),

for which the check-points have not yet been completed, offer a further opportunity for

unrecorded trade between the Community and the rest of Africa.

47* The frequent and large—scale movement of people on pilgrimages and/or summer ■hjoli;-

days inland out of West Africa was also mentioned as, an important cause of smuggling

between EO0WA3; and third countries* , „, •....?..

48* The effects of the preferential treatment envisaged by the Community for its members

are yet to be felt. Nevertheless, there is every likelihood that when'customs and other

administrative barriers are mounted with a view to implementing preferential treatment,

the volume of clandestine trade between the Community and third cauntrres. will rise ; \

Considerably, :■ :. ■ ;..-.,; .. ; ! . , , i-j •■ ., • ■;■■ ■ ,--,.< ..-,>. r •■

: W .The .Methods used for Clandestine Trade

4C* .Smugglers use widely varying,methods. The classical one is that used by solitary

frontier—runners, columns of porters preceeded by. an advance party of reconnaissance men,

aftd even by trained dogs. They cross mountain passes, use forest paths or slip across

the plain; at, night, On,ppasjtal frontiers, goods are unloaded at lonely spots on the

coasjt| QT; at an agreed point out at sea, to which an accomplipe will come from the coast

to .'fish up1 the consigiment. Cars occasionally cross customs barriers by force in some

Countries^ However, it is more usual for smugglers to use the conventional, legal means of

entry by road. -In these cases, the goods are concealed in clothing, or in specially

fitted vehicles. :

5Q» ; Some unrecorded goods, are, however, previously declared. The deceit in this case

relates ito.th^e, type, origin, value and quantity of the goods as declared, and false

documents are used. .. . .......

(xi) Unco-ordinated Inter-State Trade Promotion Policy ; ./ ...;

51. Afiart from the links ;irecently forged between the West African Chambers of Commerce,

there appears to ;be no co-ordination.between the ,trade promotion policies of E03WAS

C6unti*£es. Governments appear to be indifferent to the activities of( traders within '

their own territory which tend to undermine the economic interests q£ their neighbours,,

so long as such activities are not considered injurious to their own economy.
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V. -MEANS AND TECHNIQUES , , . . . .,-','■ ■■

52, Despite the fact that advanced, up-to-date technology for trade control has been

introduced in some countries, it had not yet been possible to Stem the flow of unrecorded

trade. The smugglers themselves also benefit by the same technical advances as are

available to the authorities. , , ;

(l.) Utilization of lawful Methods

53. Operators are able to subvert customs monitoring devices, and So use the official

entry and exit points', acting with total impunity, blatantly and in borad daylight.

54- Given ^adequate means of transport, smugglers are able to break through barriers

and check-joints set upon the authorized routes. .;'.',. : ."...'

(2) Evasion of Lawful Access Points

55. The commonest, type pf subterfuge is that in which smugglers attempt to'cross the .

frontier at points'they least expect to find customs Carriers. '

(3) Forged Documents

56. The subtlest methods used, by smugglers consist of presenting forged documents

(invoices, licences,; etc.) to the foreign customs authorities t ; *

(a) Forg<*l invoices: these are intended to avoid all or part Of the taxes and

duties payable;

(b) False declarations: these are intended to conceal a proportion of the goods

in order to avoid paying dues on all of the consignment, thereby saving

substantially;

(c) Forged: licenses: these are intended to circumvent prohibitions or quotas.

57w Forged documents; ar^ frequently us*l by smugglers/particularly with regard to.;: ,

"%he Valuer of the.good^ for customs purposes. . ', ><■'-■■■■. ^-r, : ,-\

ri (4-)! Disguising t^ie Goods , . , l '

58. All manner of triq^snare used by smugglers to disguise the true nature of
which they wish to avoid having recorded :

(a)' Smugglers always have* a place or a cache where they stock-pile thef?rf ,,
' before running" than across the frontier. In some countries it has Veen1

discovered that grain-stores make excellent hiding-places for cigarettes E

spirits;
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(b) The mode of concealment is dictated by the nature of the product involved.

Like the fraudulent trader, the concealer is prepared to go through the lawful

channels. However, before doing so, he has hatched some scheme whereby he can

freight across more than meets the eye or ey7en a different product altogether,

Thus, for example, known brands of goods may be disguised under false wrapping

papers, packaging covers or misleading labelling. Where goods are moved in

large containers, they may be meticulously arranged so as to enable items other

than those packed on the outer level to be transported at the same time. In

some cases goods may be hidden under the floor or inner parts of lorries, boatr

■ i I"" or planes, while yi -others, carefully contrived boxes with false bottoms, double-

sided cartons, etciare widely used. Valuable but less bulky products sue as •

precious stones, jewellery, proscribed drugs and weeds, are extensively smuggled

,} i>y being concealed on the person.

539. Within the ECDWA3 area clandestine trade reaches considerable proportions, and is •
also more rewarding than official trade since it tends to infiltrate the monetary circu
lation system and all levels of society, whereas official trade affects only the population

masses of the large urbans centres. - ■•' "-■-

60. Clandestine trade is highly complex. , It organized down to the minutest detail and
has reached a very high level, of development, with its own exit routes, its own means of

transport and its own distribution networks.

(a) Exit Routes or Channels

61. For the most part these are paths which are made and controlled by smugglers.
These are also official routes, which are used with a great deal of circumspection.

When they use the lawful channels, smugglers display a fairly highly developed creative
genius. The tricks they use are often remarkable for their cunning, and include the
presentation of forged documents - false declarations and invoices - at the customs

check—point.

(b) Transport '

Ut ppp,for' a Shootout «ith the frontier police or oustpms guards, should any

such challenge be encountered1. ;
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(c) Multiple Deliveries

63. It has already been mentioned, that some neighbouring countries have border

settlements, lying fn such1close proximity to each other that it is virtually impossible '

to control the movements of their respective nationals! Under such cirumstances the two
countries by mutual agreement, allow free movement, without visas and elaborate border

formalities. The authorities challenge goods traffic only when they consider the load

to be commercial in quantity. Smigglers usually take advantage of this-by- making many

trips, taking goods in acceptable quantities for delivery in instalments to their waiting

customers qiv,the other side. A glaring example of a commodity traded in this way is

motor fuel, which;, is usually, smuggled- in dozens and scores of tins or plastic cans, since

it is difficult to take it across in tankers without being detected by border guards. A

practice ranpant among frontier inhabitants, is that of making repeated trips to the
neighbouring country's border towns, with the sole purpose of filling the tanks of their

vehicles, which are almost always nearly empty, and the permitted one or two jerry-pans

carried in car boots. The volume of unrecorded trade, taking place by this method is
doubtless sizable, since this type of border situation is quite common in West African

countries. ■;:■... .-,■., .j. -.,•: ■'. '. ■-. r. .,)■■,-■, ■ ■ ,. '; ■-.■-■. .■■.-;■ ;"- , * -

(d) Itinerant Agents

64. An interesting example of informal imports and exports is revealed in the Sahel zone

of West Africa, where livestock form £hemain bulk of ^nternationai trade. The animals-

are mostly reared by nomads. These border areas are very extensive, and it is very

difficult to keep track of itinerant groups of herdsmen, let alone take account of the

buying and selling of their animals. They are thus able to trade unchecked' with herds^'
men from across the border. Although some countries attempt a check on this f6rm of leakage

by issuing ibiiying; licences to their livestock traders, this measure invariably proves

ineffective, since the,licencees are still able to.meet the herdsmen, who are scattered ' ■

throughout a vast area:and buy large quantities of,their animals. Tnese are then simply
led across the border by the seller, tp%in agreed point within the buyer's own country. '

Motivated by the desire to evade taxes', these unofficial transactions swell" the volume of

unrecorded trade in the countries concerned.

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ '■-" ■''"'. .-■-,(}■ hi-...; ,. . '.,.!■■ ■■..■■■■;,■■ ■ .---;;; ■ ■

(e) Ships' crews and other, port agents ., '

65. The theft of cargoes, as already mentioned, is rampant in West African ports. ''

Additionally, ships' crews and occasionally aircraft crews and others associated with

cargoes, such as ship chandlers,; dockers, tally clerks, clearing and forwarding agents,

etc., are known to provide active channels through whicji unrecorded goods enter or leave

carrying vessels without clearing customs. At each end of the voyage, suppliers br

receivers provide the items for export or purchase the clandestinely imported goods. The

activities of these unrecorded trade agents are heightened by long, unscheduled stays at

ports, such as occured during the recent congestion experienced by some large West African

ports, notably in Nigeria.
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f) Agency by privileged persons

66, There are consistent allegations that high-ranking officials, including diplomats,

use their position to promote unrecorded trade by Importing goods (sometimes duty free)

and selling them to local citizens.

(g) Transit traffic ' Ji

67» it is reckoned that about 5 per cent of transit trade filters through frontiers

unrecorded owing to improperly administered procedure^.1 Soirie border control authorities

have elaborate arrangements for the collection, of administrative fees, while others

concentrate on duty collection. In both Cases relatively little attention is given to

the actual checking of goods to determine tKe true particulars of the goods declared0

(h) Middlemen' ^ :,a , ,

68. Customs officials usually have trained informers, whom they pay off after each tip-

off. The informers work for the customs authorities, but infiltrate the smugglers1

network in order to obtain information on clandestine operations (date, time, route to

be taken, etc.).

69- Since informers work on the principle of being payed off, operators can sometimes

succeed in 'buying1 the official informers by offering than more then the custom^ men.

They are then able to take advantage of tacit complicity on the part of'the official

informers, so that they Eire able do operate with total impunity and without any fear of

being caught. '' " " : !

70» Sometimes smugglers use the services of people deemed t6 be above suspicion by 'the

customs men, either because of their social position or else because they are regularly

crossing the frontier on their way to or from work. These people often cross the frontie:

without being thoroughly inspected by the officials, either owing to negligence or becaus'

there is a long queue. > . .. . . -, . ^ .->..-

71. When there is a 'customs union1, customs impediments to trade between member •' =

countries are abolished and this can lead to a situation in which the movements of

merchandize are no longer be recorded. This situation.is exploited by^smugglejrs2 '

particularly in the case of costly, small items such as precious metals or stones.

J2.. Operators often set up traffic in goods and currencies through immigrant workers! ; ;

who are resident in a country other than their own* " '■ , >
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STRUCTURE AND FIQW OF UNRECORDED TRADE IN ECOWA3

73. The rough-and-ready proposition that unrecorded trade follows the same channels

as officially recorded trade is true only in the sense that smugglers invariably move

in to fill a vacuum created by insufficient supply through legitimate'trade channels.

Smugglers, like legitimate traders, are always guided in their choice of products, routes

and methods, by considerations of net profit, turnover and safety prospects. The West

African region reveals a number of interesting features in this respect*

(i) Long,circuitous routes are used in a bid to avoid border control.authorities,

A consigmtent bound for Upper Volta from Niger, for instance, may be moved first

into Benin, before eventually finding its way to the intended destination,

perhaps via Togo or Ghana. Similarly, a Southern Nigeria product might be

conveyed via a Northern border into the Cameroon, then be taken southwards

before being exported to Equatorial Guinea?

(ii) Clandestine merchandize sometimes moves in a circle: e,g.? items may leave

Senegal for Mauritania, then travel through Mali back to Senegal, but via a

different part of the border, where they are more likely to be?readily marketable.

Goods pass in either direction according to the smugglers'calculations with

regard to profit and convenience;

(iii) Smugglers frequently choose to sell their wares at border towns so as to

minimize or eliminate further transport costs into the hinterland. Consequently,

towns and villages located near borders occasionally enjoy cheap prices and

'regular supplies' of certain commodities which may be scarce in capitals and

other large cities;

(iv) The import of some products (e.g. second-hsne clothing) is specifically banned.

These items may be deliberately imported into neighbouring countries where their

entry is allowed. They are then systematically smuggled into the country of

prohibition, where, owing to their scarcity as a result of the official ban,

they meet a ready market and fetch high profits;

(v) Apart from occasional shady activities traeeabie~tomultinational companies,
most smuggling business is carried out on an individual basis -(and possibly in

small partnerships). ■ ;. ■ ■ I: i ■ /:

(vi) Goods such as spirits, cigarettes, tobacco, cosmetics, etc., which figure high

in border station seizure records, are conspicuously absent in the lists of

items properly declared at the same stations under legitimate traffic.

74. The commodities involved in EODWAS unrecorded trade may be listed under four broad

headings:
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1, Primary produce

Livestock

Foodstuffs, such.as grains, yam, beans, flour, fruits (mango, dates, bananas),

garri, fish, meat, local dairy products - ;

Groundnuts .

Export grains '

Kola nuts ~

:, . .. . Onions

, Cocoa ' . , .

, Wood and timber '

Tobacco leaves

= .... '. .Cotton ' " ;

Palm produce "

2, Local manufactured goods

. Textiles ' / / ' " '

.. Textile goods '' _' ' .-.-

Plastic waite ' .
Clothes ■ ■■ ■ • ..•

Soap and detergents

: Cigarettes

Metal utensils

Matches , . r / ' '

..... | ; Sugar '/ ■' •■•

Ornaments

Vehicles tubes and tyres

h . Fuel oil . _., _ '

Dry—cell batteries

Bakers' wares and confectibhay

Toilet paper

Cotton yarn

3. Foreign; Ximpbirted) products

Textiles •■'•••>•:.'■■...

Textile goods

Wines and spirits, etc.

Tobacco '" '

Cigarettes and cigars

Perfumery

Cosmetics (diverse)

Watches ' '

Jewellery
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(imported) products (cont'd)

Ornaments "

Automobiles

Clothing ' .■-■■.

Electrical equipment (radios, television sets, gramophones, etc.)

Building materials

Cement

Second-hand clothing

Salt ' /.. •"■■'■■• ■ ■ ■■ , ■ -^ ■'■ •-

Food and beverages

t'otor cycles and pedal cycles

Insecticides

Dyestuffs

Medicaments

4. ■■ Other .,-,■..,■ .;.;. ■ ■•-.■-.:..■ ■■•■, •

Precious ores (e.g. gold, diamond) , ,

Works o£ art and antiquities ..-■ j ■■.■.,-.■■

Local narcotics and drugs (weeds, tree—barks, roots and liquid preparations).

75* Generally speaking, the following products appear to be the main ones involved in

cladestine trade I coffee, cocoa, groundnuts, rice and other food products, including

livestock on the hoof, and diamonds, gold and petrol. The latter is sold across the

frontier either because prices are higher, or because a 'down payment1 may be anticipated,

or because the bargaining is better or more profitable there, or because payment is in*'a

more convertible currency (the CFA franc is the most widespread legal tender in this part

of Africa).

76# It is certain that smuggling in these countries has a dire effect iri their

economies, especially when the country concerned has a large state-controlled commercial

sector and an officially non-convertible currency.

77» Between ECpWAS and third countries, trade in commodities of local origin (whether

primary, produce tor manufactured goods) would generally answer tp the patterns dictaeti by

geographical circumstances. Thus, dates from Algeria and Colomb-^Bechar enter Mali and

Niger, while bananas from Cameroon penetrate northern Nigeria.

Unrecorded trade between E03WAS and third countries mostly ' concerns the import of

manufactured goods, which either come directly by sea or air from Europe, America, Asia

and Japan, or else are imported into neighbouring non—ECOWAS countries and enter the

Community as re-exports from those countries. These products are listed under heading (3)

above. High—duty goods such as wine and spirits, watches, jewellery, cigarettes, manufac

tured tobacco, cosmetics and perfumes, come at the top of the list.
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Profits made by Smugglers

79. Profits from smuggling are very substantial. ■ '

80. Smugglers pay no taxes. They bypass the official channels, and thus avoid customs,
paying no duty on goods imported or exported.

\i) Exports

81. On goods exported under false pretences, sugglers avoid paying the royalties due on

certain types of product. They are not hampered by any qualitative or quantitative

restrictions applied by the government. They may choose whatever prices they like/

without being subject to restructions imposed by law-

(ii) Imports ,

On

°*» Owing to the fact that no taxes or duties are paid, smugglers cannot fail to make a

considerable profit, even when they charge prices well below the standard government price.

To the extent that smugglers usually deal in sought-after productsr or products which are

consumed on a large scale, they habitually sell their products with the greatest bf ease

and rapidity. The goods are injected into: the consumer market and from then on become

very difficult or even impossible to identify. Whilethe honest trader is kept waiting

for his customers, who will not always be the same ones, the smuggler has a regular and

unfailing, clientele who automatically purchase all his wares. ■ I

83.,: Thersmuggler is thus an unfair competitor-of the honest trader, since*

(a) He charges unbeatable prices? so that unrecorded trade products enjoy an
excellent position on the market; .

(b) The earnings he makes can be used to corrupt others who may be able to assist
him, and to pay off accomplices.

VII. ESTIMATE OF UNRECDRDKT TRADE BETWEEN-ECQKAS toEKBER COUNTRIES . : ' =

54. The share of unrecorded trade in the;external trade of ECOWAS countries may be

estimated at 20 tq.35 per, cent. This wag the reply fgiven to manbers of the eCA/ECOWAS :

mission by experienced officials well-versed in trade and customs matters* ^ ;

85. Of this percentage, only a small fraction relates to trade between ECDWAS and otherP

external markets. The vast majority concerns intra-conimunity trade. .-*
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Between Member Countries

06. Smuggling, as the handmaiden of non-recorded trade, swells notoriously with the

relatively substantial volume of business between member countries in the Community,

Thus,, for <example, non-recorded trade can be estimated to account for several billion of

CFAfrancs worthof the feanuLal tjrarijeiJetween Nigeria and Benin* Thesie two neighbouring

countries, both members of ECDWAS, would appear to be large-scale trading partners when

compared with the volume of trade between them and their traditional partners oustide

the Community.

87. Whereas official trade between Togo and Ghana barely reaches 1 billion CFA francs

per year, the volume of trade passing through illegal channels is estimated at several

billion CFA francs. :

88* Whatever the product, it is estimated that unrecorded trade will generally be more

substantial than that passing through official channels. >

89. By way of example^ the following table shows clearly the considerable extent of 1 non-

recorded trade in livestock moved from Mali to neighbouring countries l/.
■-•■■■■■- .■.■•■ ..■,-■ -..■■-.

Recorded and Estimated Exports per Country* of Country of Destination in Thousands of

Heads, 197& 7 ' " ' : '' l'1' iiJ ' ' : ' ■- ' " ' " ' '; ' : ' ' ■■'" 'l "■

" Exports ' ': '•' •' ' :f J ': -'] : ' '■ ■

Recorded; ; ; :: ;. .... ■ Estimated t

Country of Destination Cattle Sheep/goats Cattle Sheep/goats

Ivory Coast

Ghana

Liberia

Senegal

' 17 630

330

;■ ■ i-^o!

5100

59 730

100

'■ 3' lOO

.22.900

91 000

5 000

5 000

5 000

- 185 090

-: 30 000

. 2506b

90f A rough method of estimating non-recorded trade consists of comparing the figures

for recorded exports from the producer country with those for actual imports as

registered in the consumer country.

91* The MalianGovjernement estimates legal livestock exports, at 4p per cent of the total,

1/ Source : Office du betal et de la viande, Mali, ;
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92. These figures take on added significance when it is realized that duty per head

of livestock exported is 4,l3O Kalian francs fbr(cattle. ; ; < ^

93, Mother example is that .of) .groundnuts, for wliiqb. the following data are

Estimated (by previous yield record) production for the year * - 90j000

Less (i) estimated consumption (including planting) for ; 11;

the same period 25»000

(i'i) exports registered during the period 25,000 Wqqq *

Balance unaccounted for: ■ ; A0?000

Tile most probable explanation here is that this quantity has been smuggled to other.

countries. Going by these figures, it is tempting to conclude that Mali lost as much

as 44 per cent of its principal agricultural produce to unrecorded trade activities

during the period. However, the figureis only a rough estimate*

9k-.. Similarly, some countries are thought to be importing far more than their consumptic:

capacity~in certain commodities such as textiles, wine&.afcd ^spirits* etc. Given the

negligible level of re-export trade 1/ (owing primarily to excessive tariff and non-

ratiff barriers), it would appear that the surplus of imported goods are in fact re-

exported unofficially to other countries.

cue05; Customs seizure records -i*i some frontier stations teli revealing stories as to

quantity, natures value and recurrence of particular items;. Again, as an example, one

station visited had recorded a total of 3^ seizures in the past 3 years. Twelve of. these
were plastic shoes. There is a plastic shoe industry in the neighbouring country, and:

official exports ars at a low level.

96. Other unmistakable evidence of unrecorded trade includes the presence of iteps o±:

overseas manufacture which were designated (and in fact labelled) for export to so:ne o^he:

country- than the one in which, they, were found, to be on sale. Relief materials Were

found which were clearly marked for countries other than the one in which they were being

sold'. '' ' ■■:■.. ■ ."■.•• .- ■ ..-■■■- ■■

1/ A recently conducted study of recorded trade estimates intra-ECDWAS trade at

4 per"cent (compaied with J) per pent for that with the rest of the world) of the

total trade of the Community.
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VIII. IMPACT OF : UKRBCOBCai TRADE FLOW ON THE EOONQMES OF ECDWAS. QUHTRIES .AND OF THE

COMMUNITY'A3 A :

97, When the movement of goods is recorded, external trade statistics can be compiled

and trade? regulations applied. - / ■. :,, .

98, Accurate statistics give the government the information.which,acts as, a guideline ^

for its programmes, plans and economic policies. They also enable the trade balance and

balance of payments to be worked; out. Any movement of goods which escapes, being recorded

therefore has the'following1 consequencess .

i. It' distorts external: trade statistics ..-■-:■■; , , : ; ;;

99, Smuggled goods ar^e not recorded. The omission,; occuring initially ate the point

of customs declar'ation, is'passed on atid affects not only the efficiency of the. external

trade statistics department, -bat also the aeduracy of ,the trade balance and balance of

payments. •-■■■■■■ . ■ : ■ ■ . ; : ■.- , . . ., ; ..;.... _ .;:■..,.;..; . ,

(a) Trade balance;

100, If the statistical data collected certain omissions owing to nbh-recdrcled trade,

the trade balance deduced from it will necessarily be,.f.elaft...)The country is unable to^

rely on the satistics available, either for internal purposes, or for international ,

requirements. Ktt is unable tb discover the,precise, extent of trade with its partners,

since the statistics are constantly below the; true figures- As a result,; the couKtry
cannot implement effective, continuous economic, policies, nor canits expprt, .?.ndustrjies

and import organizations be in any position to adapt to external circumstances. This

situation has a damaging effect on external payments. . ;

(b) Balance of payments ' ■ . I :..■-. 4

101, External payments are effected on sight and in accordance wi^h trade documents, so

that they.ace influenced by any information missing in the balance of payments. Non-

recorded tr^de- as payments are made clandestinely,by passing the official organization

responsible for external payments. This means'that itis impossible for the country to

keep an accurate account of its currency reserves. ■

(c) Economic policy: '

102, The imbalance affecting the trade balance and balance of payments has its worst

repercussions on consumtpiohi '! ■ "!i ■■ .-. : ; ...
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103. In accordance with the law of supply and demand, production should meet domestic

demand. In order to regulate the situation in accordant With this principle, the

government in each country should fully be aware of all entries and'exits of goods, in

order to adjust prices with^ the maximum amount of knowledge of the circumstances involved.

104 Fraudulent exportation of goods stimulates demand, leading to a scarcity and an
increase,in the market price. This takes the government by surprise, if it was ignorant %

of the tendency to export under false pretences. .

105. Fraudulent importation of foreign goods has the opposite effect. An unforeseen

surplus on the domestic market increases demand and competes unfairly with locally,

manufactured produce. It disturbs the market by upsetting price stability. Industrial
output is distorted, since industries are unaUe..^ sell products on a-.saturated market;

earnings fall short of projected levels and, as a result, they are no longer able to meet ■

their financial committments. Stocks increase, since there are no outlets as long as
fraudulently imported itens of a similar typo are available on the market. The accumu-,

lation threatens to lead to a catastrophic cut-back in output. If it continues over a

long period; this situation can lead to social, political and economic upheavals as a

result of the inevitable shrinkage in manpower.

2. Price distortions

106. Tfce periodic,estimates (quantity andValue) of imports and exports released from
time totime'by West AfricanWntries cannot attain any reasonable degree of accuracy.

Moreover, the general price level may frequently be subject to sudden fluctuations o»ing ,

to surpluses caused by clandestine1 imports (or sometimes dumping),,or shortages due to

excessive unofficial exports of certain commodities.

3* Revenue loss

107. (a) In view of the current extent of unrecorded trade,- revenue losses inmost
K .j ECDWAS countries reach high levels. Revenue is lost on all smuggled goods,

Aether imports or exports; ' . '

(b) Large quantities of goods '^frequently lost during escape bids (e.g. cargoes
Jettisoned overboard during a hot chase)T In addition to this loss, some

countries retain goods (adopt,extreme materials) seized from unofficial importers.

Both these factors result in virtual lisses to the countries concerned;

(c) Where local produce for overseas markets is muggled into; neighbouring countries
in order to earn higher prices or to avoid local export taxes, substantial
foreign exchange is also lost to the producer*country* since the smuggled goods

may well be paid for in the local currency of the seller. ;
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4. Effects on industrial development

108. Within an economic community the non-recorded movement of goods is rendered easier

by the free circulation of goods. This may constitute a serious handicap for the
harmonious development of the member countries. If one of the partner countries possesses

more industries than the others, its neighbours are seen as a highly desirable cbnsumer
market for its industries. The more developed country can take advantage of the oppor

tunities provided: by, e,g., a customs union, to unload its produce on its Neighbours,
thereby enlarging ,its; 'clpmestic' market ^and'enabling its industries to expand, to the

detriment of its neighbours,. ; , ; , ;. .

109. Unless a bold policy of industrial harmonization is implemented, countries used for
dumping in'this way stand no chance of experiencing the benefits of industrialization.

110. this is; a highly important aspect, since by the criteria normally; us**i in, setting up
an industry landlocked countries are always the most disadvantage owing to their vast

distance; from the:coasfr and;their poor communications infrastructure.

; , 5. ,Currency leakage .

111. As mentioned above, unrecorded trade is often associated with currency trfafficking.
This in itself is a sure source of instability, a* it not only depletes the supply pf

money designated for internal circulation; but ultimately .tends to disrupt the parity
levels of the various currencies of the countries concerned (see Annex I for black

market*' rate's of exchange). ^ ;

6. Social effect

112 When fa* various social and political reasons governnents control the consomption of
certain commodities, unrecorded trading activities tend to negate the government s
-actions. In acidition to itOTs of food which are quite possibly unfit for^toan consumptxon,

large quantities of which still find their way onto markets' all dver West Africa, canabis

and other prohibited drugs are also widely peddled.
■ -■'■ v-r..h;i--r.i - •-.'..-■:■■. -. • •■■ :.i " ,. ■ -., > ■,., ., ... . .. . .;.. ■ -..:;,;. , . ,

Il3; One 'possible argument is that, liberalixation and minimal, controls/restrictions would

remove the incentives to smuggling and its allied trading practices. However, xt xs also
bought that akey step towards successful liberalization of Uitr«^CmAS trade lies in the

early implementation of a well co-ordinated plan to curb unrecorded trading actxvxtxes

within the Community.
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Obstacles to control

It is in no way suggested that the struggle against unrecorded trading ^activities

in West Africa is by any means an easy one. Indeed, any plan to eliminate smuggling is

bound to be faced with a number of serious constraints of which the most important are*

the followings: ,

(i) Many countries have extensive, open borders with no natural barriers. These

may include open stretches of water, which are easy to cross, but Very

difficult to police. Only very few West African countries have the ffleansiin

terms of manpower and equipment, to mount effective policing of their entire -

borders: ' .; ■ ■

(ii) The Curbing of unrecorded trade in. West Africa is made even more difficult by

' ■■"■■— the attitude of many of its inhabitants who( owing to poor education and .

insufficient civic awareness, are still unable to appreciate that there is

: ■'■■'"■• something unpatriotic in; evading tax or stealing state money in any form;

(iii) It will be an uphill task to drive a wedge between frontier groups of-inhabitants,

where the settlement pattern and fusion of ethnic characteristics have long been

conducive to a closely interwoven life, in defiance of state boundaries arbitra

rily demarcated by the accidents of colonial history; -.: ;.....

■■"■■ i±v) Besides the many petty; traders who indulge in unofficial trading, there are

; agents and' middlemen, all of whom cpr-pperate in a way that makes the identifi

cation of offenders difficult. |The use pf informants may prove double-edged,

since they do not .act from,, patriotic, mot;Lves;, but like merceneries, and can

therefore easily decide to aid smugglers - their whims being dictated by the

size of reward promised;

(v) In any bid to stamp out smuggling, a conflict of interests may occur. Smuggling

: is a short cut to wealth, and it is therefore possible for those in positions of

, influence, who denounce unofficial trade openly, may behind this facade of ,

disapproval, be involved themselves, and so only play at promoting any measures

: designed to control it; - '

(vi) The unofficial exchange of currency which facilitates unrecorded trading, has

become firmly established in border regions, and would probably go unerground

■ if measures were implanted to eliminate it. ,(F. ..., , ;;

'*"*' '■ ''•
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1/
IX. MEASURES TO BE TAKEN AGAINST UNRECORDED TRADE"

115. Although non-recorded trade has its positive aspects (benefits forthose who engage

in it, maintenance of intra-African trade, improvements in the standardof living)£ on
balance it constitutes, as we have seen above, a terrible burden on the economies of the

countries afflicted by it. Consequently, appropriate concerted:-action-should be under

taken to eradicate it,
■ ■■...■.■-.:■.,■. " . ■ -i .,■:■■;.... ■ ■ . .

116. The limited steps taken so far by governments to combat unrecorded trade and its

effects are inadequate. Current administrative, customs and police institutions should

be upgraded", in terms of both quantity and quality. In terms of both men and'materials*

it is aifficultfor a country like Niger to provide effective policing for 924000 km; of

land and 6,000 km of frontier. In Nigeria, to take another example, 16,000 or so customs

official distributed over 116'check-points find it difficult enough to control 3>8OO.km of

land frontier, 300 km ofcoast, and 45 officially recognized external trade routes.

117. The abolition of official trade obstacles between ECDWAS countries will force member

countries to strengirt en control systems by adopting certain measures.-

1. A Priori Measures .

118. Customs and excise institutions in ECDWAS countjpies, should; join forces; to study the

ways and means by which regulations at Community level could be implemented. The

Community measures would not merely harmonize existing customs-Regulations at national

level, but would also include a carefully 6rch;estratfid policy for the policing of frontiers,

the provision of customs patrol guards and the eradication of-all activities associated

with unofficial trade. Such measures would have to be preventive in kind.

2. A Postpribri
■ ».t"-' ." j,1-.-

119. In view of the probtans encountered by custbbis Institutions i in their attemps ;to

control non-recorded trade, its is su^ested that member .countries take steps enabling

the pursuit, detection and punishment of non-recorded trade activities throughout the

customs Union, i.e., after the goods have crossed the;national ^frontier. ;

120. At national level, the co-operation of the police and the array* etc., will help.

to provide the'customs officials with the support necessary to extend control throughout

the area of the customs Union.

121. The adoption of a legal framework at Community level (i.e., a Community Code or Act)
will enable each member country to penalize guilty parties by applying the punishments

laid down in the Code*

1/ See Annex II.
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3, Administrative Measures

122. Customs administrations in ECOWAS countries are recommended to take steps to further

mutual co-operation over administrative matters, ■' ■: . .. - . t

;: ''■;■'" -: ■ ' • ■-■•■ ■ ■ - ■■>..:..'■. ».;= .;
4. 'Statistical Measures ■

123. Taxes and duties provide the motive for recording trade, and these records then form

the basis for trade statistics. Generally, those compiling the records do not deem it

necessary to record goods which are riot subject to duties. This is a situation which

threatens to aggravate the extent of non-recordeditrade, when tariff and non-tariff ,

barriers to trade are removed in the course of trade;liberalization within ECDWAS.

124. Independantly of other measure taken in ECOWAS to bring statistics into proper focus,

it would be* an important step to introduce systems for compiling detaled statistics at

the frontier. * ' ■■ ■ . ■ ■ -;■.

125- These systems, which would be nothing to-do with customs, should not be seen as

likely to curb trade between member countries, but would be set up simply to evaluate,

trade potential within the Community.

5. Measures against Border Trade

126. The frontier situations of ECOWAS countries require that a number of co-operation

measures be taken between customs institutions. The purpose of these measures would be

to control border trade, which in fact accounts/for a considerable proportion of trade,

127. It is well known? that1 there are large frontier markets shared by two countries.

These periodic markets are the forum for goods and cash movements the extent of which

remains unknown. Frequently they are tolerated by the countri;efvj5^^ne4, since the

latter are in no position to control than. The setting up of joint committees, or the

strengthening of existing ones, might help to control:these markets, ^

6. Intervenatibn by Custom's ■-.--.■-.. 1 : ■■.<■._-_ ,

■ ' ■'■ ': ' ■ ''• ■ iJ- ■■■-■ ■ <■-■■ '■■■■■■ ... ■ ■ ■:',-. ,.■.!, . ., -■ ;-.>

128. Customs institutions should have recourse to effective legal instruments for the

succesful eradication of smuggling and non-recor4ed trade. This .implies:

(a) Harmonizing customs regulations; ,■..-.

(b) Adopting a Community Customs Code;

(c) Adopting a Community tariff system. [ ■ r ,-.-
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X. OTHER CO-OPERATION MEASURES

1229 Besides the measures listed aboveP che Community could undertake other, wider

co-operation measures in the fields of banking, currency harmonization and export

commodity pricing. The measures would have to include some satisfactory arrangement

for intra-community payments as well as an agreement on the extent and methods of

exchange control (pending the possible introduction of a common currency for the Community)
In this connection, the newly establish West African Clearing House, which already links

twelve members of the Community, is a bold step in the right direction. Since monetary

and financial aspects fora a large topic beyond the scope of this project, it is

expected that they will be fully examined in a separate study.

XI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

130. Official intra-ECOWAS trade is estimated to be around 4 per cent of the Community's

total trade. This figure would undoubtedly be much higher if a substantial proportion of

trade which is currently unrecorded could be included. If unrecorded trade could be

recorded, there would be many benefits, not only from the revenue standpoint, but also

from a mutual development perspective It is strongly suggested that all appropriate

measures be taken to this end.

131. Although the problem of unrecorded trade affects the Community as a whole, it is

clear that each member country is affected according to its own peculiar circumstances.

Consequently, it is only proper that each member State should revieu its own situation

with the utmost care considering how best to assist in ensuring the control, both of

clandestine trade proper and trade that goes unrecorded due to ignorance or neglect on

the part of customs officers.

132. There is no doubt that the opening up of intra-community borders, and the resulting

free movement of individual will not only prove desirable for sociological reasons but

also serve to destroy many of the incentives to smuggling. In this connection, the co-ope

ration that is currently being forged in the Mano River Union Scheme is a good example of

how a positive start can be made in the direction of a joint drive against unrecorded

trade practices,,

133. It is suggested that the Community should give serious consideration to the setting

up 'of machinery for the monitoring of the unrecorded trade volume and trends. The
information obtained could be circulated to individual countries for the purpose of more
accurate planning. Finally, it is hoped that the attached Draft Protocol on co-operation

between national customs administrations on clandestine trade will recevive the attention

it deserves.





CURRENCY TRADE

Black Market Ha-tes of Exchange

Location

Benin

(Cotonou market)

Togo

(Lome market)

Ghana/rvory Coast
Border

Nigeria

Ghana

(Accra)

Upper Volta/Ghana

Border

Ivory Coast

(Abidjan)

(July 1978)

Currencies

From

cedi

36

nan.ra

5.20

cedi

40

naira

5

cedi

40

naira

5* 50

naira

1

cedi

48

cedi

66

CFA francs

1000

traded

To

C"A francs

1000

CFA francs

1000

CFA francs

1000

CFA francs

1000

CFA francs

1000

CFA francs

1000

US dollars

1

CFA francs

1000

CFA francs

100

US dollars

4

Official

Parity Rate

jzi F

6O7 1C00

B F

2o7 1000

t F

4«7 1000

N F

2»6 1000

j* F

5 1000

S F

2O7 1000

B $

62 1

0 F

4«9 1000

£ F

606 100

$ F

4a6 1000

Currencies

From

CFA francs

1000

CFA francs

1000

CFA francs

1000

CFA francs

1000

CFA francs

.1000

CFA francs

1000

US dollar

1

CFA francs

1000

CFA francs

100

US dollars

5

traded

To

cedi

30

naira

5

naira

35

naira

4.50

cedi

30

naira

5

naira

.80

cedi

40

cedi

40

CFA francs

1000

Notes:

1« The various locations were visited between mid April and mid August 1978*

2* The official rates at the various times of our visit have been given correct

to 1 decimal Dlacet

3. The exchange rate a curtoraer obtained was affected by!

(a) the venue of the transaction — sometimes which side of a border the

"business" took placej

(b) the particular currency he wished to change into another?

(c) the extent of the urgency of his needsJ

(d) his ability to haggleo
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ANNEX II

DRAFf PROTOCOL FCK.Mnrira-GOVERNTJENTAT. ASSISTANCE-IN- THE PREVENTION,

DETECTION AND PUNISHMENT CF CUNDS.TINS "TRADE BElWESN MEMBER
COUNTRIES OF THE ECONOMIC COVIMUNrrYCF IIETTT AFRICAN STATES

TfiE:.ii^: CONTRACTING PARTIES^ . . >-/\.

v..i;-. Pursuant to article ,0, of the Treaty;of the Economic Communitr
of West African States relative to mutual governmental assistance
between member countries, are AGREED as follows!

'■ - ■ CMPTER I ■-.-■:■'■'■ -V: . ■■ -■

-;- , ■ -:■■■>■.- DEFINITIONS :- ■ "" :

L'' ■'-■ ■ ■ : -■■-". Article 1 : "" r ■.■:-■'^ . ■■■■

For the purposes of the present protocol and its application,

the term:

a) 'Treaty', means the founding treaty of the Economic Community
of JTesl- African States; ... t

. ..■..■ f

b) 'Community'j means the Economic Community of Ilest African States;

c) 'Council1, means the Council of Ministers set up under article 6
of the Treaty of the Economic Community of II©st African States;

d) •Commission'? means the Trade, Customsv Immigration? Currency
a.-.d Payments Commission s. c up under article 9 of the Treaty

of the Economic Community of WesrAfrican States;

e) •Member Stare or States■- means a member State or the member
States of the Economic Community of West African States?

f) 'Customs legisla-cion" j, me ns the totality of legislative and
'" regulative measured applied by customs administrations as regards

the importy export or transit of merchandisej

g) 'Customs infringement' means any violation or attempt to violate
customs legislation^
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h) 'Customs evasion1 means any customs infringement in which a
person fraudulently evadesP either wholly or in partf the

payment of import or exp' -rfc duties and taxc r,, infringes the

,-.-.■ prohibition o,r restrictive measures applied under customs

legislation* -or obtains any benefit whatsoever by the ■

infringement of such legislation?

i) 'Commercial evasion1- means any infringement by which, outside
the provisions mentioned ruder d) above9 any merchandize is

concealed or withheld from the knowledge of the external trade

authoritiest whether or not liable;to import or export duties

and taxes,

j) 'Smuggling-, means any customs evasion in which merchandize is
moved illegally by any meanp across a customs frontier?

k) 'Import or export duties and taxes1; means customs and any other
dutiesj taxes and royalties or sundry charges levied on imports

or exports* with the exception of royalties and charges where

tfee total is limited by the approximate cosv of the services

v ^ f renderedj:

l) 'Entity1, means both an individual and a legal entity, unless
' the context provides otherwisej :

m) 'Ratification1, means the formal acceptance or application of
'■the present protocol; : ; : ' : :

n) 'Competent administration1? means any national customs ;
tadministration or any other national authority designated

to assist customs administration*

CHAPTER 2

. FIELD OF APPLICATION OF THS PRESENT PROTOCOL

Article 2

1. The member States agree that their competent administrations

shall render each other mutual assistance with a view to the

prevention, detection and punishment of customs infringements, in

accordance with the provisions cf the present protocol*
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2« The competent administration of any State may request the

mutual assistance referred to in clause 1 of the present article

in the course of any enquir or judicial or administrative

proceedings undertaken by that State* If the competent administration

lacks jurisidicti'on in instituting direct proceedings, it may request

mutukl assistance only to the extent of the competence attributed

to it with regard to these proceedings. Similarly, if proceedings

are initiated ,in the country of the administration from whom the

a's.sis^ric^'xg'requested, .the larter may provide the requested
a^^isikifice .to the extent of! ^the; comp'4ieTic^; attributed to it with
regard! to thes^e p^^^

3» The mutual assistance referred to section lof the present

• ' article does, not, cover requests to effect arrests, nor .to recover

duties, taxesJ chargesV fines or any other su» due to a member
St&H:§> in so far as these matters come under the Community Customs

Code* '_,"_; ' J . ■ " '."."''■'/."' . " '' .[ . '' . ' " ;■

Article 3 :' -

4* %en a memt4c1 State determines that the asisi'^-fcarice requested

of it would.b©;|>reju<liQial io its sovereignty, security or other

.essential ip.^erests, or would harm the legitiniikte commercial /

interests,. Qf its public or private companies, i^ w$-f refuse' to grant

such assistance, or may grant it only oh condition that certain

conditions or requirements are satisfiedn

Article 4

■5. When the competehi- administration of a member State presents

..a,,request for assistance to,another member StateJ'wnich if would be

unable to reciprocate if the other State wer tOsuBmil:'a Similar

request? this fact shall be stated when the request is:made* The
member .State to whom the,request,is directed shall be'at;liberty

todecide what action should be taken with regard to the said request.

Article 5
" .' . ' n ' \if.n i-1... ' ~ ■■}■

6. The provisions of the present protocol, alsp apply to non-

recorded traffic in drugs and psychotropic substances. ti
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CHAPTER 3

GENERAL NATURE OF ASSISTANCE

Article 6

,1. The particulars, docuirants and other sources of information

communicated or obtained under the application of the present

protocol shall: '' ' ; ' ;' _

r a) Should be used only for the purposa* given in the present
protocol, including during judicial or administrative

proceedings, and only on condition that the conditions

stipulated by the competent adtriinistra'tibn are

"*'"';'■; '/ ■■"fulfilled; ' /' .. ' T ' ■■ ' ' "\ '"'\\\

Benefi-t, in the receiving country, from the same?'
protecting confidential information and professional

secrets as are in force in that country for particulars,

documents and other sources of information obtained

within its own territory*,

2V ' Particularsi documents and other sources of information

only be1 Used for other purposes with the written consent16f the

customs administration'6r equivalent authority providing such:

inforriation* and only on condition that the conditions stipulated
by the organization concerned- as weir as the provisions under

section 1 (b) of the present article, are fulfilled.

Article 7

1.. 'Communications betweei member States £rc .Tided for under the
presentprotocol shall take place directly betweeft the competent

administrations, the competent administrations of member States

shall" designate the departments or officials responsible for such

communications, arid inform Vie Executive Secretariat of the
Economic Community of West African States of the names and addresses
of these departments or officials,, The Executive Secretariat shall

notify such information to the member States,

2j' The competent administration of any member State-to whom a

request for assistance is addressed shall take all the necessary

steps to comply with the request, with due regard for the laws and

regulations in force within its own territory.
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3« The competent administration of a member State to whbm a

request is addressed will reply to such a request, within the

shortest possible time* " ."■.,. ..;. t

-■■■■: ' " '"■ Article 8 ' " ..' •" '■' / ,"./... '.

1* Requests for assistance on the basis of the present protocol

shall normally be submitted in writing, accompanied by the

necessary information and any documents deemed relevant.

2, All written requests shall be submitted in a language

acceptable to the member States, concerned.

3» In alii cases, each member; State shall accept requests f<>r .

assistance and accompanyingdocuments drafted in FVench or in -
English, or accompanied by" a'.''"* translation into one, .of these,

languages* ' ■'■'•, ,

4« Whenever requests for Assistance are not. submitted in writing

primarily on account of fheUr Urgency, the member State:'to ^fMn
such a request is addressed may demand written confirma-tioh*

■ "■ ■ ' ■■-■-■■•■*■ ■ ■ '- Article 9 . '■ ..!':,

1J1 accordance with the provisions of the article hereund,erf

costs arising on account oif experts and witnesses,and resulting ::
from the application of the present protocol are to be born by the

Executive Secretariat of ECOEIAS.

CHAPTER 4 ' .-. , -■."..:■■■.

StNDRY PJICIVISICNS

""' Article 10

The Council, Executive Secretariat and Competent Administrations

shall take appropriate measures to ensure that departments, responsible

for the preventionY^detectipil^aiui punishment of .infringements

involving customs or tracle evasion are in direct and person contact

with each other in order to facilitate the implementation of the

general aims of the present protocol*
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Article £1

L S^ »**<b*lV constitute no
catxon of mutual administrative assistance of

TECHNICAL PROVISIONS

Article 12 \ '''"'

M,^ny? nenibe^State shall ,

a™- ■«+** •*-*.v-• -o^i. ^©i<3?*^Wt. administration of
any other. tooriberf Sta.te, any^ significan^informationreaching it-in
tne course of its normal activities, which leads it to suspect that
a serinu., customs or trade infringement is or will take place on the

..f&s^S-^te^Sta.te*-.. Communicable Information shall -

+. :--. X,coi1^rn,t*ie moment, of entitle -.oR-.-of merchandize or
the means, of transport, used.. . . . . , :.,...'.

+J™ /f it tS d?emed appropriate. to-.4o so, the competent admxnistra-
txon of a member State shall communicate of its own volition to the

°<^^t adm^stra*iOTl of .any .other member State, any documents,
reports, records or proceedings ^n support of information communicated
xn accordance with clause 1 aboye, either in the, form of originals
orJas certxfxed copies. . ,

3. The competent administration of any member State shall
communicate of its own volition to the competent administration of any
other member State directly concerned, any information likely to be
useful to it relating to customs and trade infringements, and especially
to new means or methods employed in the commission of such infringements.

Article 13

Assistance on Request with Regard to Determination -: .
■.>.-,,.-. of Snport qr Export Duties and

-t txio request of a competent administration having reason''-tb
suspect that a serious customs or trade infringement has been
committed wxthxn its country, the competent administration of the
member otate to whom such a request is submitted shall communicate
any xnformatxon at its disposal likely to assist in determining the
exact total of import or export duties and taxes due.
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29 The competent administration of a-member State shall be

deemed to have satisfied its obligatipns in -this respect if,

it communicates on request the following information or documents,

inter alia, in its possession:.

a) As regards the customs value of merchandize: comaorcial

invoices submitted to the customs authorities of the

exporting pr.importing country, or copies of the said

invoices whether certified or not by the customs and

as required by the circumstances; documents showing

, , current export or import prices; a -copy of, the: ? ., vl

declaration of value made when the raerchandAjZe

exported or imported; trade catalogues, current pc

etc, whether published in the country of export or the

country of import; ( ... f ;., , ;

. b) As regards the classification .of! merchaiidize for tariff
purposes: the results of any analyses carried out by

laboratories to determine the classification of

merchandize for tariff purposes; the tariff classification

declared, whether on import or export; -,.., v.

, c) As regards the origin of merchandize: the declaration of

,origin as established in accordance with the provisions

of the protocol covering ECCXTAS regulations on the origin

of merchandize, when such declarations.are.required; the

customs status of merchandize in the country of export

;. (i«e« in customs transit;, in customs clepot, on

temporary admission, in a free zone, in free circulation,

exported draw—back etc)6

■'■ '■■■-■■-'■ •■ Article 14 ' ... V.;',

Assistance on Request wj,th Regard to Monitoring

At the request of the competent administration of a p

State, the competent administration of another member State shall

submit information on the following points:

a) The authenticity of the official documents submitted in

support of a declaration^ o^:.mercJiandize to the, customs

authority of the member State presenting the request;

b) The regularity of exports^ from the territory of the member

State to whom the; request is submitted, of merchandize

: imported into the territory ofj the member State-; requesting

the information; ; : " ; ^ .,.:. - :■ :
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y

;_c) The regularity of imports^ Into the territory of the
,"> r ■} member Ststte to whdm the req'uest is : submitted;

, -, merchandize exported from the territry of*

State requesting the informatione ,/..::; ■ j ::

' ' : Article 15

: Assistance on Request as Regards Surveillance

■■•-' At" the' request of the compeiHsnf adminisvra-tion of any member

State, the competent administration of any other member State shall

exercise, to the extend of its competence and powers, special
surveillance for a "determined period:

a) On the movements, particularly at territorial entry and
exit points^ of entities, suspected of engaging,

■ ' jH^ofessipn^ily di* by icustGBi, in suspicious activities
.'V on the territory'of the member State requesting the

information; ^ '

b) On the movements of any merchandize indicated by the
competent administration of the member State requesting

informa'tioh as being the object of considerable Illicit

traffic to or from the territory of that member State;

c) On anylocations where 3tores; of merchandize have been
Built-up/ iridicatlhg their possible fu-bire_Nuse for

supplying illicit traffic imported^ Into'"Hie territory

: of the member State requesting the information;

d) On any vehicles, ships? aircraft or other means of transport

which there is rea-on to believe are ised to commit customs

or trade infringements in the territory of the member

°>tate requesting the information; .!:■.

and shall communicate the results to the competent administration

of the member State submitting th&,request. ,;; , 1

Article 16

EnquirxesJ and' Notifications Carried Out on Request

on behalf of another Member State

1. ' . At the request of the' competent admisiistrationr of any member

State, the competent administration of any other member State shall

act in accordance with the laws and regulations in force in its own

country to carry out enquiries with a view to obtaining Items of
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evidence wij& regard to customs pr trade infringements which are
r th^ object p£ investigation oil the territory of the member State
submitting:the request* shall;record the statements of individuals

suspected or wanted in connection with such infringements? as well

as those of witnesses or experts, and shall communicate the results

of such an enquiry, together with the relevant documents ;or otljer

iit^ras of evidence, to the competent administration of the member

State submitting the request -v -■■ : t ,...„ .•,

2» On written request from the competent administration of any

member-iState, ?the competent administration of any other .member

State shall act in accordance with the laws and regulations in

(force in its own country to notify any interested -parties resident

, on. its territory, or to instructjthe competent authorities to

;■ -notify them, of any acts or decisions on the part of the member State

,. requesting information with regard to ;any matter relevant to the

n field of application of: the present protocol. , ,

Article 17

Statements by Representatives of Competent Administrations

before Foreign Tribunals

IJhen a simple written statement is not sufficient and the

^competent administration of a.mgmber State requests it, the competent

administration of the 'other member State fiharll as far :as possible

authorize its agents to give evidence before■the appropriate tribunal

in session on the territory of the member State requesting information,

as witnesses or experts in any matter concerning a customs or trade

infringement. The request to appear before the tribunal shall specify

the case in question: and the capacity in ;which the agent or official

is to give evidence. If necessary, the competen administration of

the member State receiving the request to appear before the tribunal

shall specify, in the authorization which it issues, the limits

;which the agents or officials appearing shall maintain their

.; ; : ... ;

Article 18 . -

Presence of Representatives of the Competent Administration .of

One Member State ion the Territory of another Member States

!• On written request from the competent administration of a

member S-tate enquiring into a specific trade or Customs infringement,

the compe-tent administration of the other meMbe"r State shall

authorize, whenever it deems it appropriate to do so, any agents

specially designated by the member State requesting information to
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gain access to any papersfrecords and other documents of'

complementary sources of pel*vaiit information held by Its offices,

and t<> take copies of)such documents or extract from" PtheraLthe ;

information or items relevantto, the said infringement.

■ 2#i:i-. In the-application of rftheTjprovis&ons'of .-clause 1 above, the

greatest possible assistance a,-nd collaboration shall be provided

to agents of the competent administration of the rminib&r State

requiring information, so as to facilitate its researches.

3. f; On the written request; dfir.the competent administration of a

member State, the competent #dm&rtistration of anytother membert

-State shali authorize, whenever-it deems it appropriate ttf do so,

agents of -the competent adiainlstrationi requesting^infformattidn to te
present ortthe territory of-ttfte fliefliber State Hto whom: this i*eqitiest is

submitted^-in connection: -wi'Wtl enquiries into cur. iesstaifelisbntenfr oft a

customs or trade infringement involving the member. State requesting

information.

Article 19 '

- Pa.rticipationrtn\ Forp&gn

: IJhen ;the two member States concerned deem.;it appropriate to do

SP, representatives of the competent ad^iinistraffcion of a. member State

shall participate, at the request of the;^othefti member State, ;in

enq41ir4.es carried out on the territoryof the,- latter* : ■

','-'. .. ■ ■ - CHAPTER. 6\: .'"'" .'.}.]]][ ' , ..-■:.

.".;.- - Centralization,^of ?p£prmatlon, ,;: r f.

- ■■'-■' -•' ' Artiele 20 ;■! .,-,-:--,- _:...■...-. ;

lw The competent administrations of member States dhall communicate

to the Executive Secretariat of the Community the information provided

for hereunder, to the extent that such information is relevant to

inter-Ttate affairs.

2, The Executive Secretariat of the Community shall establish and

keep up to .date, a central f;ile of" inforinatiofl. provided^ by member

States, and shall- use the data in the file to-compile summaries and
studies of recent or .already established trends in trade or customs

evasion,, TRe Secretariat shall carry qUt a periodical review in

order to. eiimi.nate informatioii^ 'which it VbelieyeTs to have beotbme
irrelevant or invalid. . , . '
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3* : T^e. competent administrations shall, on request and on
condition that the ; remaining provisions of the present protocol are
P.^&ftP^t supply t^e Sxecuti^ Secretariat of -he Community with
any a^dii^c^^information which may be required by it in order to
compilethe summaries and studies referred to in 2 of the present
article,

4. r ;: The Executive Secretariat of the Community ,shall communicate
■ lip the departments,.or agents nominated by the competent administra

tions^ of member'States, any specific information in the central file
to the extent that they deem such communication relevant, as well as
the summaries and studies referred to in clause 2 of the present
article. r

5r, : JPl^.^$neral Secretariat of the Community shall, on request,
communicate to member States any other information in its possession
in respect of the present articleo

6. The Executive Secretariat of. the -Community shall take into
account any restrictions which the member State supplying the

information will have applied to circulation of such informationo

7. Any member State which has supplied information shall have
the right to demand that such information be subsequently removed

from the central file and, when appropriate, from any other file

held by a member State to whom such information has been communicated,
and that no further use be made of ito

Section I

• Entities in relation to Hon-recorded Trade

in the Form jf Smuggling

Article 21 . . .,

!• Information conveyed under the present section is intended to
provide the; following particulars:

; a) On entities convicted definitively for smuggling offenses; and

b) Where appropriate, on entities suspected of smuggling or
caught, in the act of smuggling on the territory of the

member State responsible for supplying the information?

even if no prosecution has, yet resulted, on the
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understanding that member States withholding the names

.;'-v,■■:•)<•■■■ and descriptions of relevant entities, on the grounds

■■:-- : that their own legislation prevents them from releasing

: such details, shall in any case communicate>^ie maximum

: .■:<i:r possible number of items referred to in the present

section. «

2,^ In principle only information relating Jto infrinjgementa

jiunishable by" a prison sentence or,a fine amounting; to a svxi hiigher

than the equivalent of ...«.* ....•.•.., or liable topunishment:■.;■
by such a sentence or fine, shall.be communicated*' ^ '

Article 22 »■■ -

! The principal items of information to be communicated are

the following: ""'* l .■■.. 1 "".'^i

A. Individual Entities .

a) Name1 . '. ..... ' ■- + '.' ,-.'". =
' b) Given names

c) Ilhere appropriate, maiden name

d) Surname or assumed name , ...'".■'•■ :

e) Occupation ^

f) Present address . "; '. "
g) Date and place of birth '

h) Nationality

i) Country of residence
j) Country or countries in which the entity has resided

over the previous 12 months;

k) Nature and number o-f ■■mearis of identification,

including datas and'cbuntries of issue;

l) Descriptions .'

1. Sex L, 5. Hair

2, Height 6. Eyes
.,. -.... 3. Height • . tr- " 7.r ,Pomplexipn:;

4. Build , . 8. Distinguishingjmarks;

m) Brief description of infringement (indicate, inter alia,
■ : the nature, quantity or origin of crikLhally handled

merchandize, the manufacturer, the shipper and forwarding

agent) and the circumstances in which it was discovered;

' ; . ' n) Nature and extent of^the penalties incurred or the

■ ; r sentence passed;

o) A'ny other observations, including languages spoken by
the entity in question and any previous convictions,

if known;

p) Member State supplying the information (including

reference number).
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B# kega-1 .Entities (Companies) ; -. ■ ;

-'• "• ■ ■ ■ i '' -' "■:'"■

. . a) Name or style of..company; —
b) Address; ■ • ■. ■ .rv.-/ ■ -: -

c) Name cf principal directors or employees of the
company being prosecuted and? where appropriate,

descriptions as "xndf«ate3 in part A above? sections

... ,._,;„ ,jO ,tq 1),J . :.-:,,,..r . ' -. - ./.:>.:. ' " ■■■ V-- " ■'■
d) Name of associated multi-national company* .• r -

e) Nature of activity;
f) Nature of infringement;

■.... g): Description of infringement (including information
as to manufacturer, shipper aridiforwarding agent)

and the circumstances in which it was discovered;

h) Maximum penalty; ; : ■■ ~ i ■■■'.> ■■ ,

i) Any other observations?-including any previous

convictions, if known; - ■ - , :

j) Member State supplying information (including
)

^:>-::^ r,v. -■ *■ ' [-. ^Article 23 ■-,-, ^ ; > '^ .;
r.0^;^--*-.u:-^';x^ ■'■' ■>'■■ ' ■■■■-■■ " ■;-'-"f 's"\ . ■■'.' ' ■

As a general rule, the Executive Secretariat of "the Community

shall circulate information concerning individual entities at least
to the country of which the person concerned is a national, to the

r ^ountjpy-,in which he is legally resident and t6 those in which he

has stayed during the previous 12 monthso '

Section II ^[ "'■'■ ' ' -:i

Individual or legal entities witii. regard to non—recorded trade

in the form of customs .^yalrion otfoe^ than jy smuggling

ls Information conveyed pnder the' present section is intended

to provide the following particulars %

a) On entities convicted definitively for customs evasion
^offenses other than smuggling; ^ : j

b) As appropriate? on-entitites suspected of such offenses-

even in cases where,tio prosecution has yet resultedj. on-

the understanding that member States withholding the names

, and descriptions of relevant entities otl the grounds that

,: their own legislationwpre^nts them i*rbm releasing such

detailsjjshall in any-ease conanunidate the maximum

, possible number of items referred to & the^ present

. ,.;■■ section. -.■ ■ - " " ' ■ i .■ n-■■.■■;•■.■.
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J;,,.? ^, only informatioh ^elatin£ia. in£ringements
punishable by a prison sentence or fii* amounting to a sum higher
that the equivalent of ...*.,...«,., or liable to such punishment by
such a sentence or fin*, shall be communicated, ' ' ' 7

,.,•■--, r. ■-. ■■,■-. .. Article 25 —"■■■■:-- ,--:•-

The principal items of information fo be communicated,
whenever possible arerthe following:

*■■- --. * ■' , -r ■ -\:r'

a) Name (or name of oompany) and address/
-.-■■.. fe) Names': andi desciriptidhs of principal" directors of the

■■. cicMnpany under prosecution ■" '■ v'

-■ c)-. Nature of merchandize :r ^
d) Country of origin l "- '<■'■'■'■''
e) Associated: raulti-nationar cbmfiany (' r
f) Name and address of seller " •. 'i :
g)j: Name anobiwldress of shipper t^
h) Name and address of other implicated entities (buyer's

or seller1s agents, other middlemen etc.)

i; Port(s) or place(s) whenc^:the merchandize was exported
3) Brief description of the infringement and the circumstances

-j-i-.-:■■ ■■-■■ in Khich it was discovered i--

..,k). Total penalty and loss of income for'the Treasury* where
-,(. appropriate ., . -.- -- . ■.-, ■■■ • ,;-..1 . : ■: - ■ ■:. : L ■-■■'•

.1.) ...Any other observations, including any previous
if known :; ■< .A \.-.. ,7

m) Member State supplying the information (including
reference number).

... (_ .-t -,,,,. . _, ■ Section- III -; -. ■ ,:,. ■ •

Non-^recorded Trading Methods in the Form of Smuggling

and Other Types of Evasion, Including Evasion by

. , F_P**ge*7> Falsification or Counterfeit

Article 26

Information conveyed under the present se^ticih is intended to
provade particulars relating to non-recorded trading methods in the
form of smuggling.an4-other types of evasion, including the :
utilization of methods of concealment, forgery, falsification or
counterfeit^ in all; cases :of relevance at international level. Member
States shall in each.c^ge indicate the utilization of each non-
recorded trading method (whether smuggling or other types of evasion),
as well as any new or unusual methods" and any potential means of
smuggling, or committing other types of evasion, such that any trends
developing in the field of non-recorded trade may he detected.
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Article 27

|The principal items of information to be communicated, whenever

the following: ■,-.'-;■

a) Description of non-recorded trading methods in the form

, ,.... of smuggling and other types of evasion, including the

T use of forgery, falsification and counterfeit. Whenever

possibly a description (make, model, registration

number etc.) of the means of transport used shall be

supplied. When appropriate, information on the license

or number plate of containers or vehicles, the technical

.■■■■■:<-. standards of which have been approved under the terms
of an international convention^, and also any indications

;i-r v r concerning the fraudulant; manipulation of seals, bolts

on the sealing clevice, or ojbher parts of the container

or vehicles shall also be provided;

b) Nhere appropriate,description, of the place of concealment,
with a photograph or sketch whenever possible;

; , re) Description of the merchandize involved;

d) Nature and description of forgeries, falsification or

counterfeit; purposes: for ^whiph the forge4> falsified or

counterfeited documents customs seals, number plates etc.

have been used; • :..-r/-.;..-" - ' i '

e) Further observations,; ^specially with regard to the
circumstances in which the evasion was discovered;

f) Member State supplying the information (including the
•■_■:-. .=;■', reference number). .' ; r:

_o.-',- m ; ' Section IV ;

Ships used for Non-recorded Trading Operatjons in the form of Smuggling

Article

Information conveyed under the present section is intended to

provide particulars relating to ships of all types used for non-recorded
trading operations in the form of smuggling. In principle, only

information relating to matters considered relevant at inter-State

level shall be communicated*
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Article 29 L

■ .: The .principal items of information to be. communicated, as
far as they are available and national legislation permits to be
communicated, are as follows:

■■;■■ a); game and brief description of ship (tonnage, profile, etc.);

:■■' b) r Name and address of charterer or shipper;

---:-■..;■: e> Flagj- i . ... _;■ . .-r --vu-, .-,'•■• .-. ■"■" ,:-■■ -■:;.■-

d): Port of registation and£ ifI different^ &<sme port;

■v,;- • i , e) Name and nationality of -<saptain! (and; < where appropriate,
,;: : principal officers of,, ship); ■".'-.;:■

f) Nature of infringement, with description of any merchandize
■■■■■ •-•.•■j" > seized; .-■':■• . ■■.■■T- ; . . -■ ■ ■■■.. ^■..:., ■ .■■■,-.__

g) Description where appropriate of place of concealment
(with if possible a photograph or sketch) as well as the
circumstances in which it was discovered;

h) Country of origin of the merchandize seized;

i) First port of loading; -

j j) Last poart of destination;

k) Ports of call between ports mentioned in i) and j);

l) Any other observations (number of times the ship, shipping
company, charterer or other entity using the ship under

any other designation has already participated in non-

recorded trading activities in the form of smuggling;

ptt^supplying the informtion
reference number).^ . .,......

■h ■■'■-.:*■ .:'..!•■:


